
PST-RD40S  rotary dipole  linear loaded

Mounting Instructions:
Pulling the two half dipoles from the package, you'll find all the main tubes that make up the semi-
dipoles already pre-assembled, in telescopic sequence. Tilt tubes, make sure that all the heads of 
each diameter protrude from the main pipe, see Figure 1.

Place the semi-dipole on a surface, and start to slide out the smaller diameter, it has several holes 
that allow you to vary the base resonance of the antenna, as the resonance can be influenced by the 
surrounding environment and also vary significantly compared to the resonance of project). Hole 1 
is the one closest to the end of the tube.
Match the hole of the inner tube with that of the outer tube (block by hand, the junction pin of the 
extreme section, it will be definitively blocked at the end, after determining the resonance point). 
The elements are fixed by inserting the bolt from the side of the larger hole so that the cylindrical 
head of the pin is well recessed and rests on the inner tube fig. 2. 

Fully tighten the nut. Make sure that all pin heads are on the same side.
With the same technique, extract and join all the sections. The joint 25-20mm must be made using 
the eye bolt (fig. 3).



When the two half elements are ready, prepare the central plate and assemble all the parts as shown
in the pictures below.

Connect with wires as short as possible, a 1-1 balun (optional) or a choke made in coax cable or
directly at the ends of the coil.



In the terminal part of the linear loads, there are 6 pairs of holes with a mobile bridge, which allows
you to refine the antenna frequency tuning. 

Another series of holes on the tip of each semi-dipole allows a further fine tuning.
  Shortening frequency rises, lengthening frequency drops.

When the assembly is complete, the antenna must look similar to the one in the photo.

Pre-calibration and tuning:
It is advisable to pre-calibrate the antenna to the lowest frequency, considering that by raising it the 
resonance frequency rises and then eventually move the jumpers optimizing the tuning.
Install the antenna on the mast, connect the upper support rod and check the resonance point.
It should have response curves similar to those in the graph, with the antenna placed on a support of
about 9m. The SWR curves have been obtained in an environment where there are a fair number of 
obstacles and nearby constructions.



After completing the set-up operations, check and complete the tightening of all the nuts.
If the dipole is mounted above an HF yagi, it is preferable that it is installed parallel to the boom of

the yagi and at a vertical distance of at least 1.5m.

Dimensions and specifications may also be different from the description,
without prejudice to the final performances.

DO NOT use the antenna on bands other than the projected ones, you could
damage it.

Specifications:

Band: 40m  

Gain = 0 dBd

Front-side = about15 dBd

Impedence = 50 ohm

Max power: 5KW

SWR = see table

Lenght =  about14,6m  

Wind area  = 0,4 square meter

Max wind = 130Km/h

Weight = about 8 kg 

Hardware = Al 6060 T6 SS bolts



Security Notice
Be responsible, avoid possible accidents

Do not install the antenna near exposed power lines or other sources of
electrocution risk, you could be killed or seriously injured. Make sure that nobody

can come into contact even accidental with it during use
Install the antenna on supports adequately sized to withstand its load even in

rushing wind conditions.
The fall of all or part of it could affect people and / or things with incalculable

damages.

In the event the responsibility is to be charged exclusively to the user.

Dear buyer,
thank you for purchasing an antenna Pro.Sis.Tel ..
We have used the best materials available on the market, processed and finished with the best care 
possible allowed by the state of the art.
Use it in the limits of use for which it was built and will serve faithfully for many years.
When in doubt or perplexity, our technical department is always availble to provide all the 
necessary support.

If you are satisfied tell the others, otherwise ...... tell us.
Your opinion and your suggestions will help us to improve even more our products.

Best regards
Annamaria Fiume IK7MWR

This manual is an integral part of the product, keep it with care.

MADE IN ITALY

________________________________________________________________________

Protect your environment, in case of discontinuing of this unit, consign it to specialized
metal waste  collector.
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